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BHST FIIGI-{-
TOP CAMPHR
Europe's oldest campervan brand has created the
ultimate high-top. The Club Joker pairs design
ingenuity with uncompromising build quality

Westfalia Club Joker
0 Price from f49,336 (at launch) 6 Sleeps /+ O Belts 4 O Base vehicle Volkswagen Transporter

SEnsine 2.O{itie B4bhp sLflV/Hs.29/2.28/2.8m87'a"/7'6"/9'Z') Ot'{rprM:ooOkg
6 Payload 46Okg CONTACT www.westfalia mobrl.net

THE RETURN OF the Westfalia Club

Joker this year was exciting news for UK
camper fans. Not only was the world's
oldest campervan manufacturer comin$
back to our shores, it was doing so with
its first VW T5-based conversion in
more than a decade. The original Club

ioker was a landmark T25 based
high top camper with a unique,
full featured layout. The latest example
doesn't stray far from the phiiosophy of
its predecessor, but in terms of luxury,

double bed in the roof. The layout
positions the washroom and kitchen in
the two rear corners, with a halJ-dinette
lounge that makes up into a double bed.
The kitchen is L-shaped and wraps
around the rear, preventin$ movement
through the rear hatch. Thankfully,
Westfalia's designers have left the rear of
the kitchen area open, so that when the
hatch is up, the whole area feels light,
and items can be passed in and out.

The washroom is similarly
innovative. It's
compact, but
packed with
functionality.
There's just enough
space around the
swivelling toilet to

l" The Club Joker's sculpted
travelling seats offer comfort
for sitting and dining 2 The
L-shaped kitchen wraps around
the tan's rear 3 The overcab
'bulge' provides plenty of room
for the large, extending double
bed 4 The suctioned showerhead
mount allows it to be fitted for
use inside or outside the'van
5 The Club Joker is the first
VW T5-based high-top conversion
in more than ten years

quality and kit
it's entirely new.

Westfalia has
long been the
leisure converter
of choice for car
manufacturers; it

"'fh* *riginal JolEer was
a lnnCrnarlE. In terms af

luxr,rry queiity and kit, the
la-test illuh is nntirely new"

was once VW's official campervan
manufacturer, and spent years building
Ford and Mercedes-based campers
for sale through those companies'
respective dealer networks. The
reason for this is Westfalia's knack
for ingenious deslgn solutions, and
its uncompromising focus on quality.

Instead of the distinctive kinked
roofline of the original, the new Club

foker has an'overcab' bulge sticking
out at the front of the habitation area
to accommodate the huge extending
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use the shower. An aperture in the
washroom wall allows you to pass
the showerhead through the rear
hatch, for outside use. Even the
showerhead mount is smart: it's
fitted with a suction cup that allows
it to be attached to the GRP washroom
cubicle for use inside, or to the rear
window for use outside.

This camper also has masses of
storage space, all organised to make
the most of the interior room and
ensure there's a place for everything.
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Our
testers say;
{(ml 

^l 
Il ne LluD

J*ker comJ:ines
hrxr.rry br-rild
quality, inspired
packaging *nd
th*ughtful
ergcn*rnics:
all elern*nts
ihat are cririr:al
in any high-
tnp camper,
partiu"ilarly one
that will very
likely serve a$ &
r 'l r ' lramlly venlcle.
Jeremiah
Mahadevan
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